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Sunday

April
21st

NOGS annual meeting is set for
Sunday April 21st,

the third Sunday in April. 
The meeting will be held at 11am

followed by a shared lunch at midday.
We hope all plot holders can attend.

Chair Kerry Chamberlain who has guided
us through the NOGS Incorporation says it
offers the garden some protection and helps
to regularize relationships with Auckland
Council. 

“It protects our ownership
of chattels which all belong

to the society and any
money that we have.” 

As an incorporated society NOGS has to set
clear rules and have some structures, such as
a membership register, an AGM, a committee
and dispute resolution processes to be used
in the unlikely event of conflict between
members that cannot be resolved informally.
Should NOGs ever wind up for some reason
in the future the chattels and any money
would go to a like organization. Thanks to
Kerry for all of the work he did throughout
2023 on incorporation. It was not a simple
task by any means.
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Hold the date!
Please mark your calendars.
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Thanks, too, to all those who had turned up a week
earlier at a mini working bee to weed and lay mulch
despite the summer heat. It was an example of true

community spirit to make the gardens look presentable.

The ayes have it for Open Days.
The ayes have it! The Open Day on
January 20 was a great success according
to NOG plot holders who welcomed
members of the community into the
gardens. Apartment dwellers who were
keen to see the gardens and what they
could produce, families and community
gardeners from other parts of Auckland,
plus interested locals attended and
wandered around with plot holders
answering questions where possible.
Several visitors have now put their names
down on the NOG waiting list. The
blackboard in the shed asked if a repeat
Open Day would be welcome. See page 8
for the result and other photos from the
open day.
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Nigel Hopkins pest control workshop was
a big success.
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Vegetable gardens of Eden.
The summer harvest is in full swing at
NOG. Butternuts, zucchini, beans, tomatoes,
aubergine, corn, okra, capsicums, chilliies,
brassicas including red cabbage, broccoli, red
and green lettuces, pumpkins and squash are
flourishing in different gardens.
If you have a zucchini glut, Holly Sanford has
the answer with her special soup recipe (see
page 7).

Other glut recipes
including zucchini bread,
chocolate zucchini cake,
ratatouille, and fritters and
more fritters! To prevent
soggy fritters squeeze
water out of the grated
zucchini and add heaps of
grated parmesan to the
fritter batter. For a spicier
fritter add chilli flakes. The
fad vegetable this year is
zucchetta tromboncini, he
strange trombone (or
slightly phallic!) pale green
striped 

squash that is a rampant spreader and can be
seen in several gardens. For those of us
experimenting with zucchetta roasting with lots
of spices, salt and good olive oil seems to
produce the best results. Picking them when a
foot long and not too thick is best, too. While
there is a sharp division of opinion about
whether 

or not to grow potatoes
at NOG because of the
potential for potato
blight, some plot
holders have had good
potato crops in 2024.
Here’s Geoff and
Laura’s haul planted in
the plot that was
previously the
asparagus patch. They
are quick to add that as
newer NOGgers they
didn’t know there was a
potato warring out when
they planted their
seed potatoes!

During the open day clean up this fascinating little
bit of garden history chose to reveal itself. If you
know what it is and want to share
the story behind it just jump on the
facebook page and let us all know.
Just click the logo to visit the page.
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IT CAME from
the tool shed

Another NOGS Mystery

Geoff with his potatoes

https://www.facebook.com/NgataringaOrganicGarden
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It’s flower time.
One of the sunniest plots at NOG has been
transformed from onion weed infestation into a
mini white flower farm. Happy swathes of sweet
peas, white cosmos, dahlias, scabiosa and tuber
roses as well as zinnias (“good for bugs”) greet
NOG members and visitors.

several thrushes who know exactly when
new seedlings planted in the evening have
gone in.
Those who watched the plot’s transformation,
know the effort Joel put into the soil
preparation He meticulously dug out the
onion weed, placed three or four layers of
cardboard and then about 50 layers of grass
clippings and mulch. But at one end of the
plot was an enormous log, perhaps with
maritime history, embedded in the soil which
had apparently been buried in the plot for
10/15 years. It couldn’t be moved with a
spade but Joel thanks John Ford for its
ingenious removal by digger. The huge log
now neatly border’s Des’ adjacent plot and
acts as a step.
While Joel is second generation at the
garden, son of long standing NOGger Tony
Buckingham, he credits his mother for the
flower growing gene. “Dad is a vegie guy.”
Chocolate and yellow sun flowers, dahlias,
hydrangeas and lofty holly hocks have also
done well at NOG this summer. As Peter
Rea, NOG’s bee man, says, “please plant
more flowers for the bees”.

Plot holder Joel Buckingham said he’d been into
flower growing for seven or eight years but the
COVID lockdown more recently “fuelled the fire”.
He is only growing white plants in the plot
because he is contributing flowers for a friend’s
small wedding. ‘Something different this year”.
Joel says the secrets to his success are “shelter
and sun, mainly sun” and the biggest hazards are

Two year old Poppy Buckingham with
white cosmos for the vase.

Joel Buckingham credits sun and shelter
for his fantastic flowers.
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NOGS GREATEST HITS
Take a moment to appreciate some of the show-stoppers

seen around the garden this summer.
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The best marmalade ever made with
NOG’s Seville oranges was sold out
almost as quickly as marmalade

maestro(ess) Kathy Lambert could
make it this year.

 

Thurs

Feb
22nd

KATHY’sPreservesWorkshop
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Glorious colour, consistency and
taste and funds from marmalade

sales go to NOG. 

If you want to make preserves as good as
Kathy’s then sign up to her 22 February
Preserves Workshop 6-9pm. There’s a $10
charge for sugar supplies and labels,

Please bring your own jars. To register
email committee member Annemarie
Thomas at annemarie@hengus.co.nz.
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Cream of Zucchini Soup (cold or hot)
from the kitchen of Holly Sanford
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Ingredients:
6 (or so) medium zucchinis or one medium marrow, chopped coarsely

1/2 large onion, chopped

1/2 red capsicum, chopped

1 litre (more or less) of broth. (I use chicken, but it could be vegetable.)

120 grams cream cheese

Tarragon, a pinch of dried or a sprig of fresh

A pinch of cayenne

Salt and pepper to taste (important!)

METHOD:
Sauté onions and capsicum lightly in a bit of olive oil then add the zucchini and

broth. Cook until all are very soft.

Add cream cheese while still hot and stir in.

Cool and then blend thoroughly.

Add cayenne.

Adjust for salt and pepper.

Serve icy cold ideally, but also good hot.
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SNAPS FROM THE NOGS OPEN DAY

Thanks to everyone who came along


